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One of the most famous stories in Ovid's Metamorphoses is the story of Daedalus and 

Icarus. Daedalus, a famous architect from Athens, and his son Icarus are imprisoned on the 

island of Crete. He decides to create wings for his son and himself so they can escape from 

Crete by flying. Though he warns his son to fly neither too high nor too low, but to fly in the 

middle, Icarus flies too high. The wax of his wings melts. He falls down, and the sea into 

which he falls is named the Icarian sea after him. 

 

The story has inspired many other writers, and especially artists, but here are two poems by 

writers who will be less familiar to English readers but who offer striking reinterpretations of 

the myth. The first is by the Flemish poet Hugo Claus: 

 

Ikaros 

 

Ready? Ready! 

He grinned to his father, treacherously. 

(And flew too close to the sun, his mother, 

and flew into the heat of her immeasurable lips 

and fell like a mouse out of her mouth 

and burst on the marble sea. 

 

Pride? Despair? 

This was more the domain of Daidalos. 

Ikaros didn't want to shun her warmth, 

wanted to bury himself in her dishevelled blazing hair.) 

 

Ready? Ready! He grins, 

ties feathers to his ankles, the symbols of Eros, 

the spurs of the griffin. 

 

In his poem Claus answers the question that has always bothered me: why did Icarus fly too 

high? Why, for heaven's sake, did the boy do that? Ovid only tells us that Icarus enjoyed 

himself flying and was attracted to the sky. Claus fills in the picture. Icarus longed for the 

sun, for the warmth of his mother. This Icarus of Claus is not as innocent as Ovid's 

personage: he grins treacherously at his father. From the beginning he has planned to fly 

towards his mother. Icarus' longing for his mother is linked with a longing to die: Icarus 

'wanted to bury himself in her dishevelled blazing hair', Claus says. 'To bury in' is here used 



metaphorically in the sense of 'to be absorbed in', but the original meaning cannot be 

neglected. 

 

The feathers of Icarus are compared with the symbols of Eros, the god of love, and with the 

spurs of the griffin. The griffin is a mythical animal, symbolising the command over two 

domains, over the earth by means of his lionlike body, over the sky by means of his head 

and the wings of an eagle. In legend the griffin symbolises pride. 

 

Claus' recreation of the story is thus an erotic one, but Icarus' longing has as object not a 

beloved one, but his mother: and it is combined with pride, and a longing to die. All very 

different from Ovid – but also, perhaps, all very Ovidian. 

 

The second poem, by the Dutch poet Hans Tentye offers another interpretation again: 

 

Icarian is the sea 

 

Birds gathered for the great migration 

wind grabbed me from behind, hoarse swarms flew over 

rising water and at my feet, seaweed washed and Icarus washed up 

deserted stretch of beach between IJmuiden and Wijk aan Zee 

0, covered with fuel oil, brokenwinged much longer than we here 

October 13, I could have easily written it down in the sand 

with one of his flight feathers if I'd wanted, plus the insane year 1973 

but even before the wreckmaster came with his swaying cart 

on those ungodly pneumatic tyres you know, cynically chewing tobacco 

a wave had already swept him back, for good and for good 

 

later in The Swan Inn numbed to the bone I tried 

dialling Ovid, still exiled, but something in the connection 

ground like sand and of course the censor held the receiver down. 

 

On my way home something kept hounding my footsteps 

scraping along in my chainguard: story, story without end 

headwind and with all that booze I could hardly get the pedals to go round 

what was I, what was I for god's sake supposed to do with the truth? 

 

In the autumn the poet is strolling along the seashore between IJmuiden and Wijk aan Zee, 

when at his feet a bird is washed up. The bird is covered with fuel oil and has become 

flightless. It is 1973, the year of the big oil crisis and a year after the publication of the 

report of the Club of Rome about environmental problems and the surplus population. The 

bird is swept back into the sea. The poet then visits The Swan Inn, a pub still existing, and 



tries to call Ovid, but he doesn't succeed. He supposes that the censor is responsible. When 

drunk, he sets out for home, and is struck by the thought that pollution of the environment 

never will end. 

 

The title of this poem 'Icarian is the sea' refers to Icarus, but also to the Latin word 'caries', 

that means decay. The bird in this poem is called Icarus. Why? The connection with Ovid is 

evident. Both Icarus and this bird fell from the sky. But if Daedalus can be the symbol of 

admiration for the praiseworthy human spirit of discovery, then Icarus can be the symbol of 

breakdown, of the failure of the scientist Daedalus, the price one has to pay. Man cannot 

keep under control the powers he created. Not only the bird is brokenwinged by the 

environmental pollution, we humans are too. 

 

And what is the meaning of the still exiled Ovid in this poem? Maybe he represents the 

writer who told the end of the story, warned and was not heard, but rather exiled, just like 

Ovid once was. 

 

Two poems, then, two different views of the myth; I wonder what Ovid would have thought 

of them. He claims in his exile poetry to have learned a little Getan from his neighbours – 

but would he have even attempted Dutch?! 

 

Caroline Fisser teaches Classics and trains teachers at the University of Amsterdam. She is an 

old friend of Omnibus, which, she believes, in geen schoolbibliotheek mag ontbreken! 


